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Humidification–dehumidification desalination (HDH) is described as a novel volume reduction method that employs a

carrier gas for the thermal desalination of water. Currently used for small scale desalination, the advantages provided by

the HDH method are too great to be ignored. The benefits of the process include the use of low-grade energy and simple

design and construction.
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1. HDH Design Optimization

Further attempts to optimize the HDH process involved investigation on the types of humidifiers and dehumidifiers

available. The knowlegde that the humidity of the air entering the humidifier contributes to the performance of the unit

prompted reseachers to optimize the parameter through a variation in design. Kassim  performed a numerical analysis

of parallel plate channel humidifiers. They claimed the optimal performance was recorded at a low inlet air humidity.

Packed bed, spray towers, and bubble towers could also be used as humidifiers; however, it was found that packed bed

humidifiers enhanced the effectiveness of the system while direct contact dehumidifiers out-performed conventional

dehumidifers . The use of solar film humidifiers presented by Saidi et al.  provided mass and thermal yields of above

80%.

It was reported that dehumidifiers played a more crucial role in the production of freshwater as compared to humidifiers .

This prompted reseachers to investigate various types of heat exchangers to be used as a dehumidifer with an emphasis

on the materials and heat transfer surface to be used. Muller-Holst  investigated the use of flat plate heat exchangers

while El-Agouz  proposed the use of a finned tube heat exchanger. The flat plate and the finned tube heat exchangers

are also the most commonly used in dehumidification processes; however, a copper coiled tube condenser tower has

been in consistent use as a condenser. The theoretical and experimanetal working of this condenser can be found in the

works reported by Amer . Research on the effectiveness of a bubble column dehumidifier was carried out by Tow .

Among the various observations reported by them, it was claimed that the effectiveness of the process decreased as the

air flowrate and moist air temperature increased. Moreover, the use of smaller coils was associated with an increased

parallel flow effectiveness. The use of a packed bed column and spray towers as dehumidifiers was suggested as it

promoted direct contact between humid air and the cooling medium. This allowed for a greater thermal energy transfer

with minimized resistance. In addition, direct contact dehumidifiers offer a higher specific area of interface between the

two mediums, thus minimizing the loss of humid air pressure. Eslamimanesh  theoretically modelled a HDH system to

investigate the influence of operating parameters on the performance of the system. It was reported that an increase in

the inlet airflowrate and recycled water flowrate led to an increase in freshwater yield. Increasing the temperature of the

inlet air to the humidifier or decreasing the water inlet temperature of the dehumidifier helped achieve increased water

productivity. On the contrary, raising the flowrate ratio of water to air in the humidifier was not suggested as it led to a drop

in the system’s productivity.

2. Humidification–Dehumidification (HDH) Desalination Hybridization

2.1. HDH and Refrigeration Cycles

Despite the undeniable advantages of the HDH system, evidently the process can be greatly optimized through a

combination of the system with different technologies. Nada  proposed the hybridization of the HDH desalination

system with air conditioning to simultaneously produce freshwater and attain thermal comfort within the conditioned

space. The working prinicple behind this proposal was employing vapor compression refrigeration cycles (VCR). In their

studies, Nada  coupled the HDH system with the VCR cycles to investigate the efficiency of using the VCR evaporator

as a HDH system dehumidifier. Traditionally in the HDH–VCR process, freshwater is first produced through a conventional

dehumidifier using an external cooling medium, after which additional freshwater was produced using the VCR evaporator
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as an auxiliary dehumidifier. The cooled air exiting the dehumidifiers was further used for air conditioning purposes.

Although the HDH–VCR process is known to have higher electrical power consumption, it compensates for the drawback

through increased freshwater production and cooling capacity . Elattar  claimed that the proposed HDH–VCR system

would provide an efficient application in regions of hot and humid climates. Figure 1 depicts the simple HDH–REF

combined cycle for graphical comprehension.

Figure 1. Simple HDH–REF cycle.

In a similar fashion, vapor absorption refrigeration (VAR) cycles could be used with the HDH process in place of the VCR

cycles. Chiranjeevi and Srinivas  in their studies provided holistic analysis and results for the HDH–VAR cycles. In

such a system, freshwater is first attained through the air-cooling dehumidifiers, after which chilled water from the VAR

unit is used to increase freshwater production while simultaneously providing conditioned air. The use of solar flat plate

collectors (FPCs) and concentrating collectors have been recommended to satisfy the heating demand of the HDH–VAR

cylces. It was further demonstrated that the HDH–VAR system displayed improved performance at higher evaporator exit

temperatures and higher humidifier effetiveness.

Despite the numerous studies conducted on the HDH–Refrigeration (HDH–REF) cycles, no verifible results were obtained

in terms of water productivity, air condition quality, energy utilization factor (EUF) and total operating cost (TOC) savings.

The varying results were attributed to the different types of refrigeration cycles used and the configuration of the system.

Generally, VCR cycles were recommended for application in hot and humid regions as it boosted the performance of the

HDH–VCR system. Strong emphasis was made on the proper selection of location of the evaporator of the cycle for

maximized productivity. Similarly, optimization of the feedwater concentration, humidifier effectiveness, and evaporator

temperatures were recommended for improved HDH–VAR performances.

Further optimization of the HDH–REF cycle was explored by utilizing the heating load of the refrigeration cycle in the HDH

process. Lawal  studied the efficiency of using the VCR condenser to heat the feedwater to the humidifier or to increase

the temperature of the inlet for humid air entering the dehumidfier. It was further reported that AH cycles yielded more

favorable energy and exergetic results. He et al.  studied the thermodynamic performanc of the HDH–VCR system

wherein the VCR was used to transfer heat from the discharged brine to raise the VCR condenser feedwater temperature.

It was reported that the GOR of this system increased from 4.91 to 5.14. An increase in freshwater productivity was

observed at a lower pinch temperature difference of the VCR condenser. Furthermore, although elevated pressure was

favorable in the VCR cycle to increase water production, it was essential to operate the cycle at optimal pressure as

elevated pressures translates to higher power consumption. In their studies Rostamzadeh  mathematically modeled a

HDH–VAR cycle using ammonia and water. In this system, the waste heat from the discharged brine was recovered by

the cooling effect of the VAR desorber while the heating effect of the VAR was used to heat the HDH cycle.

Dehghani  investigated the use of a direct contact humidifier in a HDH–REF cycle. They noted that a fully coupled

HDH–REF could eliminate the need for additional coolers by adjusting the mass flowrate ratio of seawater to dry air or

seawater to freshwater. A set up similar to that investiagted by Dehghani  was studied by Zhang . In their set-up,

however, the heating and cooling load of the VCR cycle was recovered through separate heat exchangers. They claimed

that a maximized GOR is attained at an optimium air flowrate value. Furthermore, the results indicated that the system’s

productivity was influenced by the seawater inlet temperature at the dehumidifier while the air inlet temperature had

negligible affect on the performance. Further studies conducted indicated that an increase in seawater flowrate is linked

with increase yield while maximum productivity is attained through an optimized air flowrate. Shafii  attempted to

reduce the number of heat exchangers used in the HDH–REF process by replacing the conventional HDH dehumidifier
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with the evaporator of the VCR cycle. An increase in freshwater yield and GOR was observed at a higher relative humidity

and VCR evaporator air flowrate. An increase in the ambient temperature of the system aided in attaining a higher

freshwater yield, although the GOR value decreased due to the increased energy consumption of the compressor.

Table 1 summarizes the notable observation from various HDH–REF studies conducted while Table 2 is used to provide a

comparison of the heating and cooling cycles used in the HDH–REF cycles.

Table 1. Observations from various HDH–REF processes.

REF
Type Type of Study Observations Reference

VCR Theoretical

Increased specific humidity and mass flowrate increased yield of freshwater and
refrigeration capacity.

Water productivity increased upon decreasing temperature of inlet air to the
evaporator.

VCR Theoretical

Electrical consumption of auxiliary heaters could be decreased upon increasing the
air temperature and decreasing the flowrate of air.

Raising the air temperature resulted in increased yield, recovery rate and power
consumption.

VCR Theoretical

Increase in air temperature and humidity along with an increase in area of the solar
collector helped achieve higher freshwater yield. It also increased water recovery,
power consumption and COP of the system. Temperature and humidity ratio were

claimed to significantly influence the performance of the system.
For improved economic efficiency, the proposed system is suggested to be applied

in hot and humid regions.

VAR Theoretical EUF of the system increased with higher humidifier effectiveness and hot water
temperature.

VAR Experimental
and Numerical

Chilled water temperature and humid air temperature significantly influenced
performance of the third dehumidifier.

Average condition air supply was reported to be 21 °C and relative humidity was at
67%.

Table 2. Summary of performance of various HDH–REF cycles.

REF Type HP Heating HP Cooling GOR Hourly Yield Reference

VCR Seawater/Air Heater Seawater 8.88 -

VCR Seawater heater Brine Cooler 5.14 82.12 kg/h

VCR Seawater heater Brine Cooler 5.28 71.56 kg/h

VCR Seawater heater Brine Cooler 9.02 0.647 kg/s

VCR Seawater heater 2nd stage dehumidifier 2.05 22.26 kg/h

To recapitulate, numerous studies have been dedicated to the study of the optimization of the HDH desalination system

through its hybridization with refrigeration cycles, and in particular the VCR system. The VCR unit was primarily used to

increase the temperature of the feedwater or air. The cooling effect of the VCR was also utilized to decrease the inlet

saline water temperature for improved dehumidification and subsequently increased freshwater production. The studies

were developed further to determine the best dehumidication unit for increased efficiency and performance.

3. HDH and Power Cycles

Growing population and industrialization has placed stress on water and energy demands. It has been projected that by

2050, the demand for freshwater may increase by 50% while energy demands will increase by 100% . Scarce water

resources and rapidly depleting fossil fuels have created an urgent need for the development of promising technologies

that are capable of satisfying both water and energy needs globally. Humidification–dehumidification desalination paired

with power cycles have been suggested for the cogeneration of freshwater and electricity.

The humidification–dehumidification power cycles (HDH–PWR) are generally driven by renewable heat sources or waste

heat sources and therefore not only produce freshwater and energy but also generate low levels of pollution. Ariyanfar 

reported that the HDH–PWR sytem provided better advantages over reverse osmosis–power hybrid systems. While
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limited experimental studies have been conducted on HDH–PWR systems, the theoretical works available primarily

consist of the organic Rankine cycles (ORCs) as the power cycle. This is mainly because ORCs are simple and flexible in

design while also providing reliable results. Furthermore, ORCs are able to utilize low-grade heat sources.

He et al. (2016)  studied an HDH–ORC system wherein the hot brine of the HDH cycle was used as a heat source for

the ORC. It was reported that controlling parameters such as the inlet water temperature to the humidifier can optimize

the performance of the system. Ariyanfar  conducted a thermoeconomic study of an HDH–ORC cycle. Their study

analyzed the impact of various system configurations and different organic fluids on the performance of the process. It

was concluded that coupling the HDH with the condenser of the ORC yielded more economical results and that n-heptane

increased freshwater yield at a lower unit cost. In a similar study, He et al.  conducted a thermodynamic analysis of

pairing the ORC condenser as the heater for the HDH cycle. They observed that freshwater yield could be increased by

decreasing the pinch temperature of the ORC condesner. He et al.  further reported that for an HDH–ORC system, in

order to boost the performance of the ORC, the brine entering the evaporator was reheated using a boiler. Moreover, the

maximum efficiency and GOR was achieved as an optimal saline water to air mass flowrate ratio. Thermoeconomic

results of a regenerative HDH–ORC system powered by geothermal water concluded that the ORC vapor generator

displayed maximum irreversibility . Besides, rasising the ORC evaporator temperature yielded beneficial

thermodynamic and economical results. Studies were also conducted on a HDH–PWR system that employed a flashing

Rankine system instead of an ORC and geothermal water as a heat source.

The results showed that lower temperatures of seawater and a lower temperature difference of saline water in the heat

exchanger improved the performance of the process . Employing a single extraction ORC with a WH–HDH process

displayed an increase in freshwater productivity while net power decreased when the extracton pressure of the system

was raised . The advantage of this system was in the various amounts of power and water generated by controlling the

extraction parameters, a benefit unseen in other HDH–PWR systems.

Sayyaadi  proposed coupling the HDH process with a Stirling engine (SE)  for the cogeneration of water and power.

In this HDH–SE system, waste thermal energy from the SE was supplied to the HDH unit. The objective to optimize the

HDH–SE process for maximized water productivity and power generation with minimal cost was achievd through a multi-

extraction HDH–SE cycle. Furthermore, the mentioned system exhibited a reliable performance at varying salinity levels

of seawater.

Among the several studies conducted on the HDH–PWR systems, varying values of freshwater productivity and power

generation have been reported. An important parameter often not emphasized in these systems is the thermal efficiency,

which is defined using Equation (1):

where  is the freshwater production rate,  is the latent heat of evaporation of desalinated water, and W

and  are the power generated and input power, respectively.

The diverse results reported in the studies conducted on the HDH–PWR system is mainly attributed to the difference in

configuration, power cycles, heat sources, and operating conditions employed in the study. Furthermore, while the HDH–

PWR system has been studied from a thermo-economic standpoint, the cost of freshwater has been neglected by many

.

Table 3 summarizes the innovations employed in the HDH–PWR cycles with the results obtained.

Table 3. Summary of performance of various HDH–PWR cycles.

HDH Cycle
Type

Power Cycle
Type

Freshwater
Yield

Power
Generated Reference

CAOW-WH ORC 326.52 416.7

CAOW-WH ORC 123 9.72

CAOW-AH ORC 381.66 16.56

CAOW-
AH/WH SE 970 2.58
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4. HDH and Other Systems

Research to enhance the performance of the HDH combined cycles have led to the inclusion of multi-generation systems

(MGR) that are capable of not only generating freshwater and power but also provide heating or cooling loads, and in

some cases the production of hydrogen. Ghaebi  conducted a thermo-economic analysis of an MGR system consisting

of a Kalina cycle, VAR refrigeration cycle and WH–HDH process. They aimed to maximize the energy efficiency of the

system while lowering the cost. They reported a maximum thermal efficiency of 94.8% and exergy efficiency of 47.8%.

Sadeghi  investigated the thermodynamic behavior of an HDH–ORC cycle integrated with an ejector refrigeration cycle.

They reported a maximum exergy efficiency of 17.1%. Although various PWR and REF cycles have been investigated for

integration in HDH–MGR systems, the ORC, Kalina, and Rankine cycles were most studied. Similarly, VAR cycles were

the preferred option to provide cooling in the refrigeration cycles. Furthermore, it should be highlighted that the MGR

cycles are compatible with different sources of heat such as air, water, geothermal energy, and biogas.

Investigation to improve the efficiencies of the desalination process showed that combining HDH cycles with other

desalination (DES) processes improved the overall productivity and efficiency of the process compared to the standalone

systems. Mistry  conducted a theoretical analysis of an HDH–RO system with the aim of optimizing the hybrid system.

They observed that coupling the HDH–thermal vapor compressor (TVC) with an RO unit provided results that

outperformed the multi-stage flash (MSF) evaporator and multi-effect distillation (MED) in terms of GOR and energy

consumption. Mahmoud  investigated the performance of the HDH system integrated with solar stills. They reported

that the productivity declined with an increasing basin height and recommended modification to the hybrid system for

improved performance. Integrating a flashing evaporator (FE) with the HDH system was suggested by Kabeel . They

claimed that the HDH–FE process paired with a solar air heater provided the most economical layout.

5. Innovations in HDH Design

Among the several innovations suggested to the HDH process, mechanical compression of vapor is perhaps the most

debated of them. HDH desalination integrated with vapor compression entails humidified air to be compressed to high

pressures in order to elevate its pressure and temperature. Condensation of the water vapor present in the humidified air

then occurs when the compressed air is cooled by the saline feedwater. The prime disadvantage associated with the

mechanical vapor compression (MVC) method is its high-power consumption. El-Dessouky and Ettouney  claim that

the power consumption of MVC may exceed that of single-effect MVC and RO processes without proper control and

management. Limited research has been conducted on the potential of the HDH–MVC integrated system; however, the

unexplored potential of an HDH–MVC system is highlighted through the advantages provided by a MVC unit integrated

with a multi-effect desalination (MED) unit. Therefore, the following sections are dedicated to detailing the MED process

and to presenting the benefits of an MED–MVC integrated system.
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